Introduction

**WARNING!** Installation of any components must be performed using appropriate anti-static devices. If unavailable, discharge body static by touching a grounded metallic object before opening any covers on the hand-held.

The pistol grip carrying accessory helps operators work safely and comfortably with the Workabout Pro4.

**IMPORTANT** Do not use adhesives such as Loctite to secure the screws on carrying accessories. These chemicals may damage the plastic casing.

The WA6003 pistol grip includes:

- M2.6x5L Phillips head screws (x4)
- Label SE655 Class 1 LED Slim Pod Warning label

**IMPORTANT** Prior to installation, make sure the trigger mechanism is securely snapped into the pistol grip body and that the trigger operates properly.

1. With the scanner or imager slim pod attached, position the pistol grip so that it fits snugly over the back of the unit and the drill holes in the pistol grip are aligned with those on the back of the unit.
2. Tighten the screws to a torque of 5.0 in-lbs (Imperial) or 0.56N-m (SI) to secure the pistol grip in place.

**IMPORTANT** The warning sticker that is already applied to the pistol grip is applicable to the SE965 and SE4500 slim pods only. If your hand-held is equipped with an SE655 slim pod, you will need to apply the extra warning label (PN 1073216) in the box over top of the label already applied to the pistol grip.